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Fill in the blanks. 

1. An appositive phrase is built with a(n) _____________ and optional __________________. 

2. An appositive phrase ________________ a noun. 

Write the appositive phrase on the line.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain an appositive.  Circle 
whether the appositive should be separated  by commas or not and explain why on the line.  

3. The car’s best feature its powerful engine allows this auto to reach speeds of 190 mph. 

        __________________________________________     

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Tonight’s dinner of salmon and salad will be delicious. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________________________________________________________________ 

5. The menu a collection of Northern Italian dishes has over twenty pastas to choose from. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   _______________________________________________________________ 

6. My mother watched her favorite team the Los Angeles Dodgers winning the pennant.  

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________________________________________________________________ 

7. One of the moon’s of Jupiter Ganymede is larger than the planet Mercury. (two appositives) 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________________________________________________________________ 

8. The oldest suspension bridge in America the Brooklyn Bridge was completed in 1883. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   __________________________________________________________________ 

9. Our Irish Setter Gaspar loves to jump in the lake to retrieve a stick. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   __________________________________________________________________ 

Write an appositive phrase to rename each underlined noun. 

10. My dog _______________________________ sleeps at least sixteen hours a day.  

11. The patient must wait for Dr. Rieger ____________________________ to begin the test. 

12. We spend summers at my grandfather’s cabin __________________________________. 
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Fill in the blanks.  ANSWERS 

1. An appositive phrase is built with a(n) ___NOUN___ and optional ___MODIFIERS___. 

2. An appositive phrase ___RENAMES__ another noun in a sentence. 

Write the appositive phrase on the line.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain an appositive.  Circle 
whether the appositive should be separated  by commas or not and explain why on the line.  
ANSWERS— for answers about comma, the best answer is given, however if a student gives the opposite 
answer with correct justification that should also be marked correct 

3. The car’s best feature its powerful engine allows this auto to reach speeds of 190 mph. 

        ________ITS POWERFUL ENGINE___________     

        separated by commas   no commas   ______NECESSARY TO IDENTIFY WHICH FEATURE____________________ 

4. Tonight’s dinner of salmon and salad will be delicious. 

        ____________NONE (OF SALMON AND SALAD IS A PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE)_________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________________________________________________________________ 

5. The menu a collection of Northern Italian dishes has over twenty pastas to choose from. 

        _____A COLLECTION OF NORTHERN ITALIAN DISHES___    

        separated by commas   no commas   __________not necessary added information_____________ 

6. My mother watched her favorite team the Los Angeles Dodgers winning the pennant.  

        _________THE LOS ANGELES DODGERS__________    

        separated by commas   no commas   _________necessary to identify which team______________________ 

7. One of the moon’s of Jupiter Ganymede is larger than the planet Mercury. (two appositives) 

        _________GANYMEDE_______________    

        separated by commas   no commas   _____________necessary to identify which moon______________________ 

8. The oldest suspension bridge in America the Brooklyn Bridge was completed in 1883. 

        _________THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE______________    

        separated by commas   no commas   _____________unnecessary added information_____________ 

9. Our Irish Setter Gaspar loves to jump in the lake to retrieve a stick. 

        __________GASPAR____________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ______________unnecessary added information________________ 

Write an appositive phrase to rename each underlined noun.  ANSWERS WILL VARY 

10. My dog ____ ,A LARGE DALMATIAN, ________ sleeps at least sixteen hours a day.  

11. The patient must wait for Dr. Rieger ____,A RADIOLOGIST,_____ to begin the test. 

12. We spend summers at my grandfather’s cabin ____,A SMALL A-FRAME BUILDING_____. 
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Fill in the blanks. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide word bank. 

   modifiers noun        renames  modifies 

Write the appositive phrase on the line.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain an appositive.  Circle 
whether the appositive should be separated  by commas or not and explain why on the line.  SCAFFOLDING 
SUGGESTIONS-Provide noun (+ modifiers) that is renamed by underlining it, provide reason for comma or 
no comma 

3. The car’s best feature its powerful engine allows this auto to reach speeds of 190 mph. 

        __________________________________________     

        separated by commas   no commas   ________necessary to identify the noun_____________ 

4. Tonight’s dinner of salmon and salad will be delicious. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________________________________________________________________ 

5. The menu a collection of Northern Italian dishes has over twenty pastas to choose from.  

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ___________unnecessary added information___________ 

6. My mother watched her favorite team the Los Angeles Dodgers winning the pennant.  

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   _______________necessary to identify the noun___________________________ 

7. One of the moon’s of Jupiter Ganymede is larger than the planet Mercury. (two appositives) 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ____________necessary to identify the noun_______________________ 

8. The oldest suspension bridge in America the Brooklyn Bridge was completed in 1883. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ______________unnecessary added information_________________________ 

9. Our Irish Setter Gaspar loves to jump in the lake to retrieve a stick. 

        __________________________________________    

        separated by commas   no commas   ________________unnecessary added information________________________ 

Write an appositive phrase to rename each underlined noun.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Give hint 

10. My dog ______name of the dog__________ sleeps at least sixteen hours a day.  

11. The patient must wait for Dr. Rieger ___name specific type of doctor___ to begin the test. 

12. We spend summers at my grandfather’s cabin ____name the type of building_________. 


